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Koon, Nancy

From: Tonya McDaniel <fourniertonya@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 8:35 AM
To: Water Draft Permit Comment
Subject: RE: Discharge Permit Number AR0053210, AFIN 60-05010

Dear Mr. Khan, 
 
I ask that ADEQ deny the permit for the sewage treatment facility for Paradise Valley and I also request a public hearing 
on this issue. Mill Bayou is a protected Water of the United States and a source of life-giving water for animals and 
people within the Mill Bayou Watershed and therefore is not an appropriate use as a sewage pipe which will poison our 
waters and threaten our health. This developer is documented to be a "bad actor" with ADEQ and should not be allowed 
to install yet another failed sewage facility in Roland on Mill Bayou and not especially when the developer has other 
options. 
 
 [ Dear Mr. Khan,  
 
My name is Tonya McDaniel and I oppose the Paradise Valley subdivision and it’s proposed sewage treatment facility. 
The planned treatment plant would be located in Mill Bayou. As a resident of Roland and a property owner in Mill Bayou 
I consider this plant a hazard and threat to this area. My husband and I bought 60 acres over 20 years ago in Mill Bayou 
to preserve its glory of offering a place to duck hunt while enjoying its refuge of wildlife. A sewage plant would do 
nothing but have a terrible effect on everything around it. This is one of those situations in life where nobody cares until 
it effects them directly. This sewage plant would effect us, the natural habitat, and the people who live in close 
proximity. Would you want a sewage treatment plant at your back door? Roland is “my home”. My family has been in 
this area for over 100 years. I chose to raise my family here because I want them to grow up the way I did, in the 
country. This proposed subdivision would create nothing but population chaos, environmental hazards, and ruin the 
quaint aspect of country living. I invite you to visit “my home” and you can see for yourself how Paradise Valley and it’s 
sewage plant don’t belong. Please consider this opposition.Thank you!  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Tonya McDaniel 
25400 Hwy 300 
Roland, AR 72135 
 
 
Sent from TMac's IPhone 


